An interactive virtual
reality film campaign for
Years 7 - 12 exploring
the effects and
consequences of bullying
and cyberbullying, and
some potential solutions
to these issues for
young people in the 21st
century.
Teacher Resource Pack

Your Call: Bullying Through
The Maze

This resource contains everything you need to support
your students’ learning before, during and after their
interaction with the Bullying Through The Maze interactive VR film experience.

Using this resource pack
The activities in this resource are created in three stages,
designed to guide your engagement with the film. The
three stages are:
•

Engagement: before watching

•

Analysis: after watching

•

Extension: creating work

Each activity in this resource contains:
•

Learning Outcomes

•

Set Up/Preparation Required

•

Detailed Activity Instructions

The activities are designed to use the Bullying Through
The Maze VR experience as the key text in a text analysis
and topic exploration around the topic of bullying and
cyberbullying.
More information can be found regarding
Bullying Through The Maze and the Your Call series of
film campaigns
on the website www.yourcall.rocks

Teachers’ notes
This film in the Your Call series is the first to utilise interactive Virtual Reality (VR) technology. Thus the film is designed to be best experienced on Android or Apple devices
in Google Cardboard VR, by downloading the REWO App
through Google Play or from the App Store.
Once the REWO App is downloaded you can access the
Bullying Through The Maze story using the following details
Company: yourcall
Username: guest
Password: bullying
Otherwise the interactive VR film can also be experienced
on desktops equally well using the 360 degree camera
function by clicking and dragging on the screen to explore
the world of the film and clicking on certain icons to take the
story if different directions. Full VR set-up instructions are
available in the guide at the back of this resource pack.

Heads Up - Some sensitivities
The film contains some coarse language and depictions of
violence.

KEY CONCEPTS
Bullying and Cyberbullying
With more than one in four young people (aged 16-24)
experiencing bullying, this is a major issue for young people
in Australia today. Bullying has negative consequences
for young people’s physical health, mental health,
social development, and academic achievement. These
consequences can affect all those who are involved in
bullying situations, including those who are bullied, those
who bully others and those who witness the bullying (the
bystanders).
Students who are bullied are at increased risk of injury and
poor physical health, as well as mental health problems
such as anxiety and depression, eating disorders, deliberate
self-harm, low self-esteem and suicidal ideation. They
may also experience social rejection, exclusion, increased
feelings of loneliness, and have difficulty making friends and
maintaining relationships with peers. These students may
also dislike and want to avoid school, and have higher rates
of absenteeism. They may have difficulty concentrating and
completing work in class and lower academic achievement
compared to others.
Students who bully others also have decreased health and
well-being. These students are at increased risk of anxiety,
depression and suicide, physical injury and substance abuse,
and can engage in other antisocial behaviours such as
carrying weapons and physical violence. They also tend to
dislike school and have lower academic achievement, with
poorer job prospects in adulthood.

Related Concepts:

Conflict Resolution
Young people engage in and are surrounded by a variety
of conflicts during their time in high school, just as adults
are. The way that these conflicts are managed can have a serious impact on a young person’s experience of high school
and the world around them. Learning to solve problems
becomes a very useful life long skill.

Non-violent Problem Solving
Often young people can jump to violent strategies to
resolve difficult tension. Developing strategies that involve
kindness, empathy and resilience support young people in
being able to choose non-violent solutions when faced with
conflict.

Peer Pressure
Peer pressure is a common theme of our work at Your Call
and is something that young people are exposed to on a
daily basis. We see peer pressure existing in a new form
amongst young people today. Rather than an aggressive
overt bullying behaviour, peer pressure manifests as a

pressure playing on a young person’s fear of missing out
(FOMO). Working through a fear of isolation, peer pressure
can be a very powerful influencing factor in a young
person’s behaviour.

Resilience
Resilience is a key prosocial skill that empowers young
people to remain in control in the face of adversity.
This project supports young people in their resilience
development, to gain control in combatting peer pressure
and withstanding the challenges they may be exposed to in
dealing with conflict resolution and bullying.

Positive bystander behaviour
Bystander behaviour is a common theme in our films at
Your Call and an essential prosocial skill for addressing
the prevention of bullying and cyberbullying. The ability to
make informed choices to support those around you can be
a valuable asset in reducing harm in bullying and potentially
violent situations.

Empathetic attitudes
Empathy and the power of its use is a common theme in
our films at Your Call. An understanding of empathy is a
strong prosocial tool to empower young people to assess
their decisions and begin to appreciate how their behaviour
impacts on others. The development of empathy is pivotal
in creating a culture of respect, support and generosity
amongst young people that undermines the festering of
bullying behaviours and attitudes.

Toxic Masculinity
Young men model their behaviours around important
role models in their lives and in the media. Masculinity in
and of itself is not the issue, however, the notion of toxic
masculinity is a narrow and repressive designation of
manhood, defined by violence, status and aggression, where
strength is everything and the expression of emotions are
considered a weakness, and supposedly “feminine” traits
(such as emotional vulnerability) threaten one’s status as
“man”. This is an important concept to tackle as it can often
be an underlying factor within bullying scenarios between
boys.
Young people can often feel disempowered and helpless
regarding these issues. The Your Call: Bullying Through the
Maze interactive VR film campaign urges young people to
become champions of change around the issue of bullying
through their engagement with characters and scenarios that
address the effects and consequences of bullying, and explores
how to change the culture of bullying within their schools and
communities.
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synopsis
Alex is being bullied publicly at school triggering a number of
responses from everyone around him. Elle and Holly, best friends
since Kindy, are now realising how different they are. And the new
girl, Megan, has a plan to get back into the ‘in’ group.
Enter this virtual reality experience and become an active player,
finding your way through the maze to discover a better outcome
for Alex and all the other characters.
Your Call’s latest venture uses cutting edge 360 degree Virtual
Reality interactive technology, and makes you an active player in a
maze that explores bullying and what you can do to help.
Follow Alex and his fellow students through the maze, exploring
ways to combat bullying and finding positive solutions for
everyone.

CURRICULUM LINKS
Bullying Through The Maze and the related activities
in this resource pack respond to key elements of the
Western Australian Syllabus and Australian National
Curriculum. The themes of social awareness and social
management are core components of the Year 9 and 10
‘Personal and social capabilities’ branch of the General
Capabilities in the Australian Curriculum. This program
and the related activities explore the many themes and
issues that this syllabus covers, from developing social
awareness (being aware and respectful of the feelings
and perspective of others), relationship skills (dealing
positively with relationship problems and social conflicts)
and social decision-making (considering consequences
and making thoughtful, sensible decisions). The scenarios
explored also include skills and strategies for promoting
respectful relationships, resolving conflict in social
and online environments, and appropriate bystander
behaviour in physical and online interactions. The program
also touches on issues of mental health, emotional selfregulation, and social risk management. This interactive
film and the activities in this resource pack are designed
to engage students in vigorous discussion about complex
and confronting issues. Through participating in these
processes, students will be exploring and developing a

myriad of skills outlined in the National Curriculum’s
‘General Capabilities’ section. The ‘General Capabilities’
section of the new curriculum emerged from the Melbourne
Declaration of Educational Goal’s for Young Australians
(2008) as a high priority for Australian schools. Our
program supports teachers and students in addressing
and skill building in the ‘Personal and Social Capabilities’,
‘Ethical Understanding’, and ‘Critical and Creative Thinking’
branches of these General Capabilities.
This resource pack also covers a wide variety of curriculum
points for Drama, Media and English subject areas. Many
links can be made between the activities and those content
areas as additional learning.
For more detailed information regarding curriculum links,
please see the table on Curriculum Links at the back of this
resource pack.
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CHARACTER LIST
Name: Alex
Age: 16 – Lately Alex has started getting bullied at school.
He needs your help to find his way through the maze to a
positive outcome.

Name: Megan
Age: 16 – The new girl this year, Megan’s not as interesting
to the ‘cool’ group as she was in week one. Now on her own
Megan has a plan to put herself in the ‘in’ gang.

Name: Damien
Age: 16 – Pale and skinny as a kid, Damien had a sudden
growth spurt. Now he towers over everyone and wants you
to know how powerful he is.

Name: Lenny
Age: 16 – Lenny’s mostly laid back and accepting of
everyone, but often gets teased by Damien. So he’s even
resorted to picking on other kids to avoid being Damien’s
target.

Name: Elle
Age: 16 – Holly’s best friend since Kindy, but they’re so
different now to when they were six. Elle doesn’t like seeing
anyone get picked on and, these days, she’s not afraid to say
it.
Name: Holly
Age: 16 – Pretty and outgoing, Holly has never had to
worry about bullying. Spends a LOT of time on social media
building her brand, after all, she’s going to be an actress one
day.
Name: Jessica
Age: 16 – With her parents going through a divorce, Jess
feels protected as Holly’s new BFF – a tad jealous of Elle
and Holly’s friendship and suspects Megan’s trying to take
her place.

Name: Sean
Age: 16 – Sean doesn’t really know why he does things, he
just goes with the flow of whoever he’s hanging out with.
Name: Mr Simmons
Age: 50 – Mr Simmons hasn’t got as much patience as he
used to, but a part of him is still passionate about helping
students learn and loves making education fun.
Name: Dianna
Age: 40 – A busy working mum, Dianna (Alex’s mum), tries
to spend enough time with Alex to get to know him, but
she’s never sure how to get him to open up.
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section one
ENGAGEMENT
Pre-watching activities
This section of the resource pack is designed to be used as an engagement phase to help introduce
the key themes and the film itself. It is recommended that students engage in these activities prior to
watching the film. We also recommend that the student’s work is kept available during the time spent
working on these activities, as work generated in Section 1 can be utilised in Sections 2 and 3.

ACTIVITY 1
Focus question
Learning outcomes:
Students will:

Activity instructions

•

Engage with and reflect on their own, peer and social
understandings of bullying in contemporary society.

•

Explore the prevalence and severity of bullyiing within
their community and the impact it can have on their
lives.

•

Develop an understanding of current bullying
education discourse, including statistics, definitions
and preventative strategies.

Set up
•

List of focus questions

•

Open space for a group discussion

The focus questions below can be approached in a variety of
ways, catering to the needs and learning styles of the class.
Example options include:

Think pair share – discussion
1.

Students are presented with one question at a time.

2.

They are given 1 minute to think individually about the
question and make notes.

3.

Students pair up and discuss their thoughts, adding to
their notes.

4.

Pairs are called upon to share their thoughts with the
group.

Dot point response – written
1.

Students are given the list of questions and asked to
create three key dot point ideas in response to each
one.

2.

A focus on individual work and time for thought should
be given to allow students to reflect honestly on their
own personal experiences.

3.

Students are asked to share some of their ideas for
each question.
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Engage with and reflect on their own, peer
and social understandings of bullying in
contemporary society.

ACTIVITY 1 (cont)
Expert groups –
Written and discussion

Focus questions

1.

Students are split into small groups (3 – 5) and the
questions are divided up between groups.

2.

Groups are then given time to research their questions
in detail and prepare specific and factual responses to
each question.

2. Have you ever experienced bullying? Or cyberbullying?

The groups then share their findings for the whole
class, demonstrating for the larger group their new
expert knowledge.

4. What bullying/cyberbullying education have you done
prior to this session?

3.

1. What does bullying mean to you?

3. How can we stop bullying/cyberbullying in our schools?

5. How could we support someone who is being bullied/
cyberbullied?
6. What are the consequences of bullying/cyberbullying?
7. How does our school deal with bullying/cyberbullying?
8. Why do some students get bullied? Why do some
students bully others?
9. How do you resolve conflict in a non-violent way?
10. How can we create a school culture of empathy and
respect that combats bullying attitudes and behaviours?
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Develop their creativity and content
generation skills through the creation
of short narratives.

ACTIVITY 2
Expectations storyboard
Learning outcomes:

Activity instructions

Students will:

1.

Students can either work individually or in small
groups for this activity.

2.

Hand each student/group a copy of the Bullying
Through The Maze synopsis and character list and ask
them to read it thoroughly.

3.

Once the students have an understanding of the given
circumstances and the characters involved in the film,
they are to create a storyboard of how they believe the
film’s narrative will play out.

4.

The storyboard should use 8 – 12 frames and include
(but is not limited to) the following:

•

Reflect on the synopsis and the characters of Bullying
Through The Maze and explore potential storylines for
the key characters.

•

Develop their creativity and content generation skills
through the creation of short narratives.

•

Examine the consequences of bullying and
cyberbullying.

•

Develop an understanding of the pressures that the
characters in Bullying Through The Maze face and the
options available to manage this stress.

Set up
•

Blank Storyboard A3 sheets (Appendix A)

•

Print out of the Bullying Through The Maze synopsis
and character list (p. 4-5)

a.

Introduction that introduces the characters and
setting

b.

Scenes that highlight the pressures the main
character is facing

c.

The main characters engagement with bullying

d.

The consequences of the bullying

e.

A resolution (can be either positive or negative)

5.

The students/groups can use the provided storyboard
template or create one in any form they prefer.

6.

Once each group has created their stories, they should
present them to the rest of the class.

7.

After each group has presented, the class should
engage in a discussion about similarities, differences,
and reasons for the chosen endings of their
storyboards.
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Learn more about the overarching issue of
bullying and cyberbullying amongst young
people in Australia and the resulting social
cost of mental health issues within their
communities
ACTIVITY 3
Research Presentation
Learning outcomes:

Activity instructions

Students will:

1.

Break out into groups of 2-3 students. Each group
chooses an anti-bullying website (from the provided
list or others that they may have discovered) that they
would like to investigate further.

2.

In their groups students research and investigate
their chosen website, finding as many resources,
information and statistics as they can to develop a
stronger understanding of the issues of bullying and
cyberbullying and how they play out in the lives of
young Australians and how to address these issues in
their community.

3.

Students then present the results of their research
to the rest of the class. The students become the
experts and should be encouraged to explore different,
imaginative ways of presenting the information; such
as creating a mind map, poster, prezi or powerpoint
presentation, or creating short performance vignettes
to use as starting points to discuss their findings.

•

Learn more about the overarching issue of bullying and
cyberbullying amongst young people in Australia and
the resulting social cost of mental health issues within
their communities

•

Develop a stronger understanding of some of the ways
that bullying and cyberbullying can be addressed and
overcome within their schools and communities

•

Develop an awareness of reliable websites and
agencies to contact for support around bullying,
cyberbullying as well as mental health issues

Set up
•

List of anti-bullying websites and further resources
(Appendix B).

•

Computers, laptops or devices to access the internet.

Discussion
After the presentations, engage the students into a
discussion
about their research findings regarding the issues.
•

What are some of the statistics/information that
surprised/concerned you?

•

How did this research change your thinking about
bullying and cyber-bullying and how it affects youth
mental health issues?

•

What are some of the practices that can be
implemented to change the culture of bullying within
schools?

•

How did this research activity challenge your thinking/
assumptions about this issue, and how it can be
overcome?
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section two
section two
ANALYSIS
Post-watching activities
This section of the resource pack is designed to be used as a tool to analyse the interactive VR film itself. The focus is
to develop an understanding of Bullying Through The Maze as a literary text and to gain a better understanding of the
characters, along with the choices they make.

ACTIVITY 4
Character analysis
Learning objectives:

Discussion

Students will:
•

Develop an understanding of the characters in the film

•

Explore the motivations behind the choices that the
main characters made and the consequences of these
choices

•

Begin to relate the choices and behaviours of the
characters in the film to the context of their own lives

Once the students have completed the character analysis
worksheet, the group should come together to discuss the
following questions:
a.

How would Alex be feeling at different points
throughout the maze?

b.

Why does Damien behave the way he does? What are
the consequences of his behaviour? (In the short term/
long term)

c.

Why do Lenny and Sean behave the way they do?

d.

How does the friendship between Holly, Elle and
Jessica play out?

e.

How does Elle feel at different points throughout the
maze?

f.

Why does Megan behave the way she does? What are
some potential consequences of her actions?

g.

Do any of the characters make empathetic choices at
any point throughout the maze?

h.

What are some options for the adult characters (Mr
Simmons and Dianna) to help the students in these
scenarios?

i.

What power to make change do any of the bystanders
have in these scenarios?

Set up
•

Character Analysis Worksheet (Appendix C)

Instructions
1.

2.

After watching and engaging with the interactive VR
film, students should select one of the main characters
and complete the character analysis worksheet.
The analysis should focus on the choices that the
characters make and their attitudes and behaviours in
relation to the issues of bullying and/or cyberbullying.
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Begin to relate the choices and behaviours
of the characters in the film to the context
of their own lives.

ACTIVITY 5
Theme analysis
Learning objectives:

2.

Once the class has completed the brainstorm, divide
the students into small groups and assign a topic for
each group.

3.

The small groups are responsible for researching the
given theme and becoming an expert in this area for
the class.

4.

Each group should research the following information
about their theme:

Students will:
•

Explore the topic of bullying and cyberbullying.

•

Continue to develop their understanding of how these
issues play out in their communities and the long and
short term consequences for everyone involved.

•

Expand their understanding of Bullying Through The
Maze and its key themes.

Set up

a.

Definition of the theme – what does it mean?

b.

Common examples of the theme – where does it
happen? Or where do you see it?

•

Whiteboard

c.

Prevalence in Australia – is it part of our culture?

•

Computers

d.

How the theme affects young people in WA – is it
something relevant to you?

e.

Working as a whole class, after watching Bullying
Through The Maze, brainstorm the key themes that
emerge from the film. Some key themes that are
explored in the film include:

How the characters in the film were affected by
the theme – how did it play out for the characters
in the film?

f.

Positive solutions to the problem that the theme
covers – what can be done about it?

a.

Bullying and cyberbullying

g.

b.

Peer pressure

How can you promote these positive solutions
and support young people to engage with them?

c.

Physical/emotional violence

d.

Bystander behaviour

e.

Power and status

f.

The need to fit in

g.

Toxic masculinity

h.

Pressures that teenagers face

Instructions
1.

5.

Once the students have researched their topic and
collected information for each of the questions (and
anything else they have found), they should prepare
a short presentation for the rest of the class. The
presentation can take any form that the group wishes.
This could include a PowerPoint, Prezi, speech, short
film, etc.
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section three
EXTENSION
Post-watching Activities
This section of the resource pack is designed to be used to extend students learning around
the topics related to Bullying Through The Maze. Once students have analysed the scenarios and
characters in the maze, this activity will continue their learning through the themes of bullying
and cyberbullying amongst young people in Western Australia.

ACTIVITY 6
could have been addressed, tackled, prevented or
Storyboard and Alternative
avoided by any of the characters involved.
b. With the potential endings, ensure that no harm
Ending
comes to any of the characters in the film.

Learning objectives:

3.

Now that the film has been explored, the students
should turn their focus on their own experiences of
bullying or cyberbullying. Working in small groups,
the students can share any of their own experiences
around these issues (that they feel comfortable
discussing) or they can refer to scenarios of bullying
that they know of from popular culture or the
media. Once the group identifies an interesting (but
appropriate) story, they should storyboard the key
events of the scenario.

4.

The students should focus on storyboarding up to a
crisis point (or climax, a point where the characters are
in a critical situation) and then plan how the characters
could handle the situation to create a positive
outcome.

5.

The group should prepare two alternate endings of
their story, both reflecting how a character could have
made a different choice to reduce the harm for all the
characters.

Students will:
•

Explore the role of decision making and the power they
have to make change through the choices they make

•

Extend their understanding of the characters in
Bullying Through The Maze and the key choices these
characters made

•

Develop their understanding of how they can play a
part in the prevention of bullying and cyberbullying in
their communities

Set up
•

Blank storyboard template (Appendix A)

Instructions
1.

Working in small groups, students should re-watch the
film and, using the blank templates, storyboard the key
scenes in the film.

2.

Once the film has been storyboarded, each student
group chooses one of the scenarios and are tasked
with planning alternative endings to this scenario,
responding to the following contexts:
a.

Create an ending that represents different
constructive ways that the bullying/cyberbullying
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Explore the role of decision making and the
power they have to make change through
the choices they engage in.

ACTIVITY 6 (CONT)
EXTENSION
6.

Once the storyboards have been completed, groups
should select their most interesting story and begin
work turning it into a short film.

7.

Working from the storyboards, groups should begin
creating short written scripts for each of the scenes in
the storyboard.

8.

Once the dialogue has been created, students should
identify locations, props and costumes required for
each scene in the storyboard.

9.

From here, students should begin the process of filming
their scenes. This can be done in a variety of ways,
depending on what is available to you:
a.

Connect with the media department and work
with their students to film the scenes.

b.

Connect with the drama department to use their
students as the actors.

c.

Work within the class and film using cameras
available at the school.

d.

Work within the class and use iPhones or iPads to
film the scenes.

10. The final task is to complete the editing phase of
production. This can be done using simple software
such as iMovie, or could be done with more complex
software such as Adobe Premier Pro or Final Cut Pro.
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appendix
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APPENDIX A
Storyboard Template

SCENE 4

SCENE 1

SCENE 5

SCENE 2

SCENE 6

SCENE 3
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APPENDIX B
WEBSITES, SUPPORTS & FURTHER
RESOURCES
Your SAY, Your Call			

http://yourcall.rocks/about-us/who-are-we/

Bullying. No Way!			

https://bullyingnoway.gov.au/

Friendly Schools				

http://friendlyschools.com.au/fsp/

eSafety Commissioner			

https://www.esafety.gov.au/

Headspace 				

https://www.headspace.org.au/young-people/

Kids Helpline 				

https://kidshelpline.com.au/

Mental Health Commission, WA		

https://www.mhc.wa.gov.au/getting-help/

Mind Health Connect			

http://www.mindhealthconnect.org.au/

Lifeline					

https://www.lifeline.org.au/

MensLine				

http://www.mensline.org.au/

Suicide Call Back Service			

https://www.suicidecallbackservice.org.au/

The Department of Health

http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/
ContentMental+Health+and+Wellbeing-1

Mind Matters				

https://www.mindmatters.edu.au/

Health Direct				

https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/mental-health-disorders

Mental Health Services in Australia

http://mhsa.aihw.gov.au/home/

National Mental Health Commission

http://www.mentalhealthcommission.gov.au/

Ozhelp					

https://ozhelp.org.au/

Youth Beyond Blue			

https://www.youthbeyondblue.com/

Beyond Blue 				

https://www.beyondblue.org.au/

Professor Ken Rigby 			

http://www.kenrigby.net/Home

Reach Out				

http://au.reachout.com/
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APPENDIX C - Character Analysis Worksheet
Personality traits

Role in the film

Key relationships in the film

Key events for the character

Character objectives (wants)

Attitudes and Behaviours in relation to Vio-
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Curriculum Links Table
Area

Year

Link
Year 7

Year 8

Health and Physical Educationh

Year 9

Activities

Strategies to promote safety in online environments
(ACPPS070)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Help-seeking strategies that young people can use in a variety of situations (ACPPS072)

1, 3, 6

The impact of relationships on own and others’ wellbeing
(ACPPS074)

1, 3, 4, 6

Communication techniques to persuade someone to seek
help (ACPPS072)

1, 3, 4, 6

Skills and strategies to promote physical and mental health,
safety and wellbeing in various environments (ACPPS073)

5, 6

The impact bullying and harassment can have on relationships, including online relationships, and the health and
wellbeing of themselves and others (ACPPS074)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Sources of health information that can support people who
are going through a challenging time (ACPPS076)

3, 5

Benefits to individuals and communities of valuing diversity
and promoting inclusivity (ACPPS078; ACPPS079)

1, 3, 5

Personal, social and cultural factors influencing emotional
responses and behaviour (ACPPS075)

1, 3

Skills to deal with challenging or unsafe situations
(ACPPS090)

1, 3, 4, 6

Factors that shape identities and adolescent health behaviours (ACPPS089)

1, 4, 5

Actions and strategies to enhance health and wellbeing in a
range of environments (ACPPS091)

3, 5

Characteristics of respectful relationships (ACPPS093)

1, 2, 3, 5, 6

The implications of attitudes and behaviours on individuals

1, 3, 4, 5

and the community (ACPPS098)
Year 10

Skills and strategies to manage situations where risk is
encouraged by others (ACPPS091)

3, 4

Skills and strategies to promote respectful relationships
(ACPPS093)

1, 3, 5, 6

Effects of emotional responses on relationships
(ACPPS094)

1

Health campaigns and/or community-based activities
designed to raise awareness, influence attitudes, promote
healthy behaviours and increase connection to the community (ACPPS0956; ACPPS097)

7, 8
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Curriculum Links Table cont.
Area

Year
Level 5

Critical and Creative Thinking
Area

Link

Level 6

Year

Activities

Pose questions to probe assumptions and investigate complex issues

All

Predict possibilities, and identify and test consequences
when seeking solutions and putting ideas into action

1, 3, 4, 5

Pose questions to critically analyse complex issues and
abstract ideas

All

Assess risks and explain contingencies, taking account of a
range of perspectives, when seeking solutions and putting
complex ideas into action

1, 3, 4, 5

Link
Level 5

Personal and Social Capabilities

Level 6

Activities

Acknowledge the values, opinions and attitudes of different
groups within society and compare to their own points of
view

1, 3, 5

Analyse personal and social roles and responsibilities in
planning and implementing ways of contributing to their
communities

3, 4, 6

Assess the extent to which individual roles and responsibilities enhance group cohesion and the achievement of
personal and group objectives

5, 6

Assess the appropriateness of various conflict resolution
strategies in a range of social and work-related situations

3, 6

Reflect critically on their emotional responses to challenging situations in a wide range of contexts

4, 5

Consider, control and justify their emotional responses,
in expressing their opinions, beliefs, values, questions and
choices

3, 4, 5

Generate, apply and evaluate strategies such as active
listening, mediation and negotiation to prevent and resolve
interpersonal problems and conflicts

1, 3, 5, 6

Develop and apply criteria to evaluate the outcomes of indi- 6
vidual and group decisions and analyse the consequences of
their decision making
Formulate plans for effective communication (verbal, nonverbal, digital) to complete complex tasks
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2, 3, 7, 8

Curriculum Links Table cont.
Area

Year
Level 5

Ethical Understanding
Area

Link

Level 6

Year

Activities

Analyse behaviours that exemplify the dimensions and chal- 1, 4, 5
lenges of ethical concepts
Investigate scenarios that highlight ways that personal
dispositions and actions can affect consequences

2, 6

Distinguish between the ethical and non-ethical dimensions
of complex issues

2, 5, 6

Evaluate diverse perceptions and ethical bases of actions in
complex contexts

1, 3, 4, 5

Link
Year 7

Year 8

Media Arts

Year 9

Year 10

Activities

Basic media production skills to integrate codes and conventions in media work for a specific purpose and meaning
(ACAMAM068)

2, 6

Production process using basic technical skills and processes, scripts, storyboards and layouts (ACAMAM068)

2, 6

Narrative conventions in the context of the media type,
genre and/or style studied (ACAMAM066)

2, 6

Production process using basic technical skills and processes, scripts, storyboards and layouts (ACAMAM068)

2, 6

Media production skills to integrate and shape codes and
conventions in media work for a specific purpose, meaning
and style (ACAMAM075)

2, 6

Production process using basic technical skills and processes, scripts, storyboards and layouts (ACAMAM068)

2, 6

Media works that manipulate narrative conventions in the
context of the media type, genre and/or style studied (ACAMAM073)

2, 6

Clear self-production processes using appropriate technical 2, 6
skills, scripts, storyboards and layouts (ACAMAM075)
The impact of their own and others’ media work for the
intended audience, purpose and context (ACAMAR078)

2, 6

Media production skills to integrate and shape codes and
conventions in media work for a specific purpose, meaning
and style (ACAMAM075)

2, 6
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Curriculum Links Table cont.
Area

Year

Link

Activities

English

Year 9

Understand that roles and relationships are developed
and challenged through language and interpersonal skills
(ACELA1551)

2, 4, 5

Year 10

Compare the purposes, text structures and language
features of traditional and contemporary texts in different
media (ACELA1566)

2, 4, 5

Create sustained texts, including texts that combine specific 4, 5
digital or media content, for imaginative, informative, or
persuasive purposes that reflect upon challenging and complex issues (ACELY1756)
Evaluate the social, moral and ethical positions represented
in texts (ACELT1812)

2, 4, 5
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Virtual reality set-up instructions

Bullying Through The Maze: VR Experience
App Setup Guide
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Step One
From your iOS or Android device,
navigate to:
https://yourcall.rocks/campaigns/
bullying-through-the-maze/
Click to download the
REWO Virtual Player.

Step Two
Open the app and enter the
following information:
Company Name: yourcall
Username: guest
Password: bullying

Step Three
Select the Bullying
Through the Maze Story.
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Step Four
Select download.

Step Five
Choose a resolution and
the download will begin.

Step Six
Once downloaded,
select play.
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Step Seven
An infographic appears asking if
you have Google Cardboard.

Step Eight
If you select yes, rotate the phone into the landscape position and place
into the Google Cardboard device, then experience the story in VR.
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